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For Immediate Release 

  

AndroBarUSA announces the wide distribution of the AndroBar liquor control system within the United 

States, along with the appointment of Bill Muise to the role of President & CEO. Bill was most recently the 

Vice President of Sales and Client Engagement at Lab2Fab, a Middleby company. Muise brings more than 25 

years of hospitality industry experience to this role and more than 12 years of liquor control system sales.  

  

Muise commented, “I have seen the evolution of technology and business practices in the hospitality industry 

including liquor sales management. AndroBar is the most feature-rich liquor control product I have seen. The 

industry needs a reliable liquor management system that will also interface with point-of-sale (POS) systems 

while providing customer satisfaction.” 

  

 “Bars, restaurants, family entertainment centers and stadiums have been struggling to recover sales lost during 

the pandemic, improve margins, and deal with labor issues,” says Bill Muise. AndroBar resolves these 

challenges with a unique punch-to-pour POS interfaced order system with embedded cocktail recipes that 

ensures a consistent product and can even be used to train new bartenders.  

  

Jim Leonis, Chief Technical Officer and Founder at AndroBar noted, “We invested considerable thought, work, 

and testing into the development of AndroBar and we will continue to be innovative. We developed this product 

from the perspective of the bartender, the manager and, of course, the owner - so it meets everyone’s needs.” 

  

Muise is rolling out a sales strategy for AndroBar USA and its innovative software which includes strong POS 

and other industry partnerships, a focus on major accounts and chains, and impeccable “after the sale” service 

and support.  

  

Muise adds, “I have had the privilege of working with many recognizable names in the industry, helping them 

find solutions to their liquor management challenges. I am confident the AndroBar line of products will provide 

a dependable solution and increase profitability for our customers.” 

  

For more information, please contact sales@androbarusa.com. 

  

About AndroBarUSA: AndroBar USA launched in 2022. AndroBar is a punch-to-pour POS interfaced liquor 

control system, founded in 2019 in St-Laurent, Quebec. AndroBar is the 2021 winner of Young Enterprise 

Trophy for its development of an innovative beverage control application. Their innovative software pairs with 

POS systems to control liquor use, decrease waste, improve margins, and provide a consistent product. 
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